




 Due Diligence

I posted this yesterday after close and it got less traffic than DRS ring images yesterday so I'll try one more time. It's a bit
of reading but it's worth understanding.

Here's Goldman, BNY Mellon and Citadel dancing together

Here's a Goldman/Citadel related defunct exchange trading $GME puts

That exchange lit up again, spoofing

Citadel has a direct connection with EDGX where that originated from.

Citadel has been fined for spoofing before, It's why they were kicked out of China for 5 years

Citadel’s hedge fund and separate market-making business specialise in algorithmic trading, which came under fire
from regulators during a stock market rout in China in 2015. The markets regulator suspended a trading
account operated in Shanghai by Citadel Securities in August of that year. The regulator then launched an
investigation into “malicious short selling” in China’s equity futures market, closing 24 trading accounts that had
allegedly “influenced securities prices or investor decisions”.

The regulator at the time expressed concerns over “spoofing”, in which investors place a buy or sell order
but withdraw it before the transaction is done in order to manipulate prices. It also criticised algorithmic
trading for intensifying market swings during the rout, which eventually sliced off more than Rmb24tn from China’s
total market capitalisation. Other analysts said the more likely culprit for the sell-off was an official clampdown on
margin lending, where investors borrow money from brokerages to buy stocks.

Note: Citadel was using algorithms to spoof and to make the market super volatile.

Citadel’s hedge fund and separate market-making business specialise in algorithmic trading, which came under fire
from regulators during a stock market rout in China in 2015. The markets regulator suspended a trading
account operated in Shanghai by Citadel Securities in August of that year. The regulator then launched an
investigation into “malicious short selling” in China’s equity futures market, closing 24 trading accounts that had
allegedly “influenced securities prices or investor decisions”.

The regulator at the time expressed concerns over “spoofing”, in which investors place a buy or sell order but
withdraw it before the transaction is done in order to manipulate prices. It also criticised algorithmic trading for
intensifying market swings during the rout, which eventually sliced off more than Rmb24tn from China’s total market
capitalisation. Other analysts said the more likely culprit for the sell-off was an official clampdown on margin lending,
where investors borrow money from brokerages to buy stocks.

Here's a different defunct Goldman and Citadel exchange popping up to do wash trades

It is known that BNY Mellon turns a blind eye to this behavior

Here's how Citadel and Co are internalizing retail orders like Madoff which led to FTDs from internalizing orders (see
page 35 of SEC report )

Here's Citadel telling you they internalized the hell out of that day

The trio of crime - Citadel, Goldman Sachs, and BNY Mellon - Oct. 22, 2021
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Goldman Sachs is the clearing broker for Citadel  "and in that capacity may have custody of funds or securities of
Citadel Securities LLC"

Citadel got so big... by buying Goldman's DMM business after it merged with another.

Citadel Securities, a leading global market maker, today announced that it has reached a preliminary agreement to
acquire IMC's Designated Market Making (DMM) business on the floor of the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE).

IMC has been a DMM on the NYSE since 2014, when it acquired Goldman Sachs' DMM business. Since 2014, IMC
has expanded its market making operations with an increased focus on ETFS and options and has also increased its
U.S. operations almost two-fold to nearly 400 people in support of its trading operations growth. The sale of the DMM
business at this time, which represents a small portion of its overall U.S. operations, is consistent with IMC's growth
strategy. IMC is committed to growing its ETF and options business, as evidenced by its ongoing performance as a
Lead Market Maker in over 150 ETFs and a Lead Market Maker in over 500 Options classes, as well as registered
market maker in all products it trades.  

I also want to point you to an old lawsuit where Citadel was just not closing out FTDs,  sound familiar?

And a second Citadel lawsuit  where they just don't report short positions, and cover their tracks by marking a few
longs as short...

Oh and guess who was giving loans to Robinhood in January Aka you can't fulfill the DTCC margin call so come up
with something else like PCO

Robinhood’s lenders include JPMorgan Chase & Co. and Goldman Sachs Group Inc., according to data compiled by
Bloomberg.

JPMorgan and Goldman are prime brokers for Melvin who started the shit in January.

Right before the PCO day

Now go reread this conversation with that context

What exactly were Goldman and Citadel doing with this company

Now on to Archegos.

Goldman, Morgan Stanley Sued Again Over Archegos-Tied Sales

Goldman Sachs Group Inc. and Morgan Stanley were sued by shareholders of a Chinese online-education company
that accused the banking giants of trading on inside information when unloading the stock they held for Archegos
Capital Management.

Melvin and Citadel underwriters at it again.
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Credit Suisse were hiding 540k GME puts  in Brazil via BNY Mellon.  (Archegos anyone?) (Goldman and Morgan
Stanley  at you)

You can see their website here

One of those Credit Suisse funds disappeared in the last 4 weeks and now they get fined for corruption huh?

The ones that Bloomberg said "are just a bug and have been addressed"

Suddenly a Brazilian bank has a ton of puts? Surely a big coincidence.

The other Brazilian company hiding puts BNY Mellon also is administrator of  like the assholes have a 'get out of
reporting by hiding in Brazil' service for a fee.

And it's known BNY Mellon hides shit from their books and reporting.

An SEC investigation found that BNY Mellon deviated from regulatory capital rules by excluding from its calculations
approximately $14 billion in collateralized loan obligation assets that the firm consolidated onto its balance sheet in
2010. 

BNY Mellon never obtained Federal Reserve Board approval as required under regulatory capital rules to exclude the
assets from its calculations.  Due to the miscalculations and the firm’s lack of internal accounting controls to ensure its
financial statements were being prepared properly, BNY Mellon understated its risk-weighted assets and overstated
certain risk-based capital ratios in quarterly and annual reports from the third quarter of 2010 to the first quarter of
2014.

I think Pablo might know something as he

is Head of Global Credit at Citadel, responsible for leading the firm’s developed and emerging market credit strategies
and convertible arbitrage activities. He also serves on Citadel’s Portfolio Committee.

Prior to joining Citadel in 2019, Pablo worked at Goldman Sachs for more than 22 years, most recently serving as Co-
Head of the Securities Division for 10 years. His previous roles include Head of European Equities Trading, Co-Head
of Global Credit, and Global Co-Head of Emerging Market Debt. He began his career working for Citicorp.

This guy too whose puts are those huh?

Avi Shua is the Managing Director and Chief Information Officer for BNY Mellon Wealth Management. In this role, he
is responsible for technology strategy and implementation for the Global Wealth Management business.   Avi is also a
member of the BNY Mellon Technology Executive Committee, as well as the Wealth Management leadership team.

Avi joined the firm in 2018 and has more than 27 years of industry experience in the financial services sector. Prior to
joining the firm, Avi served as Global Head of Private Wealth Management Technology for Goldman, Sachs &
Co.  During his tenure at Goldman, Sachs, Avi held senior roles in the investment, merchant banking, asset
management and commercial banking technology organizations.

Pretty obvious when Kenny is flying to Burlington, Vermont. Spent only a few minutes on the ground before returning to
Teterboro what he's up to
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Burlington is home to Goldman Sachs Asset Management.

And all of that doesn't even touch on BNY owning Dreyfus  and the implications of that.

Because they do

And it's publicly known these specific banks were skirting the line with VAR as is. So one single boom from a client like
Melvin really could have started a ripple to Citadel, who they also are custodians for and now are liable for both bags of
shit. Did they force Citadel to give Melvin cash?

Of the eight US global systemically important banks (G-Sibs), Morgan Stanley and Bank of America have been
operating closest to their value-at-risk estimates over the first quarter of the year. Banks must disclose their three
largest trading losses each quarter as a percentage of VAR.

The largest losses-to-VAR ratio at Morgan Stanley was 90.73%, the highest of the US G-Sibs. Bank of America was
close behind, with a ratio of 89.42%. BNY Mellon posted the third-largest trading loss of the group

Other than that one company that keeps randomly not being able to pay costumers, keep lights on, or keep services up.

Speaking of them...

There's also this from 2018

New York Attorney General Eric Schneiderman said the state has reached a record $42 million settlement with Bank
of America Merrill Lynch BAC over a fraudulent "masking" scheme in the bank's electronic-trading division. The bank
told customers it was executing their orders in-house, but instead was routing them to ELPs (electronic
liquidity providers), such as Citadel Securities, Two Sigma, Knight and others. The bank "masked" the deals by
replacing the identity of the ELP with a code that indicated the orders were carried out by B. of A. Merrill Lynch. "Bank
of America Merrill Lynch went to astonishing lengths to defraud its own institutional clients about who was seeing and
filling their orders, who was trading in its dark pool, and the capabilities of its electronic trading services,"
Schneiderman said in a statement. 

And that's really not good when Citadel is 7 of the 8 FICC CCIT members  (how, who the hell knows) and BNY Mellon
is their clearing bank for triparty transactions. (Which is what the FICC CCIT is) (the only other triparty clearing bank
being JPMorgan)

Now tell me again why Citadel was at this meeting?

The three-hour meeting of the China-U.S. Financial Roundtable on Thursday included the head of the People’s Bank
of China, and executives from Goldman Sachs Group Inc., Citadel and other Wall Street powerhouses, according to
people familiar with the talks, who asked not be named because the meeting was private.

Could it be BNY Mellon exposed them to this debt as they are 7 of the 8 members.
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Aka the Evergrande and 4 other biggest real estate firms in China are really not good for the US triparty system (US
treasuries).

Here's Evergrande, Sinic and Modern land warning of issues

Here's China properties Group defaulting

And Sinic defaulting

And Fantasia Holdings, a China princeling defaulting

This also doesn't even start down the discussion of every time Ken Griffin's plane starts flying, huge crypto transactions
follow
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